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3 miljarder
människor spelar spel

45-50%
av dessa är flickor och kvinnor

96%
av sveriges 8-13'åringar spelar spel

Barn gör inte samma
skillnad som vuxna på

den digitala och
fysiska världen. Man 

har inte online vänner
vs riktiga vänner, man 

har vänner.
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Vårt mål:
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Lisa är 12 år 

och spelar 

Fortnite
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Är allt okej?
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Vi menar på att som barn berättar för 

oss så är inte den digitala världen och 

den fysiska världen så olika
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Here's what the gamers say about toxicity in online gaming and how to tackle it

of gamers have experienced or 
witnessed gender-based bullying

60%

7/10
of gamers are willing to 

share text chat data

29%
of gamers think 

companies are doing 
the right amount to 

prevent toxic behavior 
and bullying.

4/5
want a non abusive 
gaming experience

2/3
have experienced 
and/or witnessed 
unwanted sexual 

comments

want companies to do more to 
prevent disruptive behaviour and 

bullying

70% 50%
of gamers report knowing 

someone who quit a game due 
to inappropriate behaviour

In-game text chat is the 
most common channel 

for bullying

20%
of gamers admit to 

participating in bullying 
or disruptive behavior

50 %
suggests companies to 
collaborate with anti-

bullying agencies

Are more likely to play if a game 
is moderated and if it’s easy to 

report disruptive behaviour

7/10

25%
of gamers experience 

bullying daily or weekly

Children experience more 
bullying compared to adults

Some gamers feel disappointed 
or even depressed by gaming 
companies’ response to toxic 

behaviour

Women are more likely 
than men to quit a 

game due to bullying

https://www.accenture.com/fi-en/insights/software-platforms/playing-for-everyone
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Chat Messages

• How children express themselves and what they reveal about their reality are often the easiest way to detect if there could be a need for support.
• Children that communicate in terms of hopelessness, self-hatred, or even expressing suicidal thoughts can be detected online. The same applies to 
children who communicate this towards others: "You're disgusting", "go kill yourself" etc.)

• Sudden and otherwise unmotivated changes to the social network, shutting down friendships, in general, seizing to be receptive to social 
invites.

Aptitude or willingness to go against the game rules
• An increased willingness to break the game rules and not caring about the consequences. E.g., griefing, cheating, refusing to play roles, or 
doing basic communication with party members. 

Playtime
• Online times that are indicating that a child is not attending school or having very irregular sleeping patterns, particularly at lower ages 
which may indicate a lack of parental support

In game behavior and conflict resolution within
• The same way a child who is suffering from mental health issues may quit soccer or basketball, they could quit aspects of the game they've 
invested a great deal of effort or time in. Quitting guilds/Clans, stopping to do weekly’s/daily’s or similar may be indicators as well.

Some data sources and indicators


